Work Quickly but Think Slowly
Nightswimming's Pure Research (PR) program dates back to 1997. 1 Now, acknowledging twenty years of both conducting and also exploring the idea of theatrical research, Nightswimming is looking back at the impact of the substantial body of work generated during that period. We are equally looking forward to future editions of the program and, most importantly, how Nightswimming continues to embody its precepts in our creation work.
I first wrote about PR in CTR 119 (Summer 2004) in an edition of the magazine co-edited with DD Kugler dedicated to "Creative Research and New Play Development." At that time, Nightswimming had conducted four PR sessions. The article explores how the principles of the research program and its commitment to exploration had begun to infuse the company's generative work. Since 2004, we have conducted an additional twenty PR sessions in Toronto and Vancouver. In 2016, we created an online archive-pureresearch.ca-that makes accessible the final reports for all twenty-four research projects, all of which I supervised, along with extensive research materials from each session, including documents, images, and video. 2 Most valuable, I believe, are interviews with many of the lead researchers in which they articulate the legacy of these projects and the myriad ways that Pure Research investigations have had impact on their subsequent creative work. In this article, however, I will focus on its impact on my own work, particularly in light of my participation in a series of international research events. evolved over seven years of studio research into choral singing is now on tour across Canada) and The Wolf in the Voice (initially investigating the vocal break-the place in a singer's range where they must negotiate the tricky shift from their chest voice to the head voice-it has evolved into a study of vulnerability), both cocreated by myself and Martin Julien, originated in studio research designed to explore our questions about the dynamics in groups of singers.
Personally, the many PR sessions I've participated in have made me far bolder in terms of generating process/projects while in process, and in working spontaneously in-studio without any certainty of what the "product" might become. Embracing this patient approach to creation revived my own creative practice with the quartet of voice-centred artistic projects that I have initiated and co-created over the past decade (the two mentioned above plus Blue Note and my latest piece, These Are The Songs That I Sing When I'm Sad, created with Jane Miller).
Get rid of the phrase, 'Will it work?' and replace it with 'Try this' and 'What if…?' Replace fear with possibility. Make knowledge itself the product and see what happens. (Quirt 42)
The Performing Arts Research network's conference in Reykjavik (13-15 September, 2016) took the form of a three-day studio lab with concurrent meetings exploring artistic exchange with a focus on performance research in theatre and dance among the following organizations: Dance Atelier (Iceland), SeaChange Lab (Denmark), Nightswimming (Canada), and Dansearena Nord (Norway). I attended this gathering as a theatremaker with a deep interest in research as practice and approaches to performance of CTR, the growth of practice as research conferences and networks, and our own long-term collaborations with the University of Toronto Centre for Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies and Simon Fraser University's School of Contemporary Arts. The Canadian professional theatre community, however, has been less enthusiastic to pursue this work, and funding opportunities for it remain shockingly limited; Nightswimming has yet to secure a single grant specifically in support of Pure Research.
I have realized over the past decade that the preparation for PR's studio component is, in fact, central to the PR process: identifying and honing the core questions and devising the research experiments that will be conducted during the three days in the studio. The thinking that occurs during this planning phase, the repeated iterations of the research process, the interaction between dramaturg and researchers is not simply preparation; it is the heart of the research and often its most valuable component.
I have applied this observation to our creative work; Pure Research continues to inspire many of our projects. This seems counterintuitive. We keep our research rigorously pure, yet claim that it has a huge impact on our creative work. It does so by expanding and affirming our trust and faith in process-led initiatives in which we begin with open but specific questions, much like a PR project, and explicitly do not conceive of the nature of the performance product until it is revealed during the long-term creative activities.
The investigative nature of PR has also led me to expand my interest in and focus on devised projects in parallel to our textbased, playwright-driven commissions, diversifying and revitalizing our roster of projects. For example, our current performance pieces Why We Are Here! (a pop up, site-specific choral work Silje Solheim Johnsen presenting her two-minute choreography to the Performing Arts Research lab participants, Reykjavik, 2016. Photo by Steve Lorenz create a short piece; the task then was to create a piece using the other dancer's approach. The experiment concluded in the afternoon with a showing of the four pieces and with a conversation about articulating a process and working to embody that of the other artist. Both spoke to the challenge of distilling their creative processes and, even more so, to using another artist's approach to generate new material.
Day three pushed this idea even further, a demanding task for the four performers, one which met with varying degrees of success. But success and a tangible "product" was not the goal; the destination was a series of creation activities that forced them, and us as observer/participants, deeply inside questions of creative process, self-reflection, and discourse. This research, as I've deemed it at Nightswimming, was pure rather than applied.
Day three concluded with a post-mortem for all participants, an open house hosted by Dance Atelier and attended by members of Iceland's performing arts community as a means of disseminating our discoveries and introducing us to a broader swathe of the local scene. A group dinner followed which enabled us all to combine social and work-related conversation. Finally, representatives of the four organizations met, with the addition of Bruce Barton from the University of Calgary on Skype, to discuss future iterations of these Performing Arts Research labs/artistic exchanges, with promising plans for events in 2018 and 2019.
The Icelandic lab coincided with the launch of pureresearch. ca, so that while I was attending the lab as an independent theatre artist, I also brought with me years of experience as the creator of Pure Research, as well as my ongoing obsession with thinking research. I was eager to extend my collaboration with SeaChange in Denmark (where I had given a keynote address at a 2015 conference); SeaChange has taken the lead in creating this network of research-focused artists and companies. I was less familiar with the artists and organizations from Iceland and Norway, so this became a rich opportunity to get to know their work and their artistic processes, and to forge new relationships that we all hope to expand upon in coming years.
The lab was hosted at the studios of Reykjavik's Dance Atelier. Day one focused on each participant mapping-on paper, by hand-a past creative process. SeaChange's Barbara Simonsen then led us through a session exploring the questions that arose for each of us during that past project, as revealed by the mapping. Reflecting on that exercise as we began day two led me to consider new elements of the show that I revisited: my devised piece Blue Note, created with Martin Julien in 2008. 3 An illuminating discussion ensued which tackled the quality, role, impact, and form of questions themselves. And, crucially, I was led to revisit the particular questions that drove new action within the creation process or within the sets of activities that generated more process; those are the ones that led to discoveries and new material, even new structures for Blue Note. Enhanced knowledge of our own processes, preferences, and approaches to creating performance was, indeed, the product of that valuable day's research.
On day two, the assignment for the four choreographer/ dancer participants was to create two-minute dance sequences by exchanging and exploring one another's methodologies. Working in pairs, they were each asked to articulate how they would Work Quickly but Think Slowly | FEATURES discovery as we get to know one another. It was a pleasure to be immersed in other artists' research, and to experience once again how it adds to and refracts elements of my own creative practice. about and carrying out performance research. In fact, the work of assembling the materials for the website included a period of selfreassessment, exploring what I believe is the value of this form of creative research, and the tasks that the Icelandic lab asked us to complete were timed ideally to build upon my reflections. Looking back on the performance research in Reykjavik I realized that the lab tasked me to reconsider work I've done, and to look at both research and creation through new lenses. We explored how to articulate process by sharing it with another artist. This evolved into an discussion of how we keep process fresh but still connected to our instincts. When we change the way we generate material and then start to make decisions about how to use it, how do we we manage our past decision-making habits that almost inevitably kick in? How do we keep artistic decisionmaking as fresh as the material we generate? In short, my own creative process unexpectedly became the subject of my research that week. I was, to my surprise and gratitude, provided with time to conduct a pure research session on my own way(s) of working.
The Pure Research workshop was a landmark: its insights and discoveries flowed back and has been passed onto many artists, interns and workshop participants. (Howard 4 ) All of the work that week relates back to the value and importance of practice-based research: investigating our processes in action, separate from and outside of a creative process, reveals the assumptions/habits that live within them. It also helps us identify tools that we can use/apply that retain the strengths of our instincts while releasing us from our habits (good and bad). The week affirmed how valuable "pure" performance research is: it enables artists to explore and expand their craft in order to create more effectively. (I experienced this myself, and I thank SeaChange's Barbara Simonsen for leading me there.) PR enables me to do this within the world of my own company; by pursuing creation and performance research as parallel tracks within Nightswimming, research contributes indirectly but powerfully to our creative landscape. PR, in fact, prioritizes this way of thinking within all aspect of the company's activities.
As we concluded the 2016 lab, and were asked to speak about the immediate experience and its impact, I commented that it was a rare opportunity to be in and also to reflect on creation process at the same time. As at PR, it offered a chance to think about process (or one's own process) in depth, rather than about the product, the production, the producing, or the next steps in the process.
Part of the impact of the experience of such research, especially in this international context, is working with artists one doesn't know, whose own context in another nation is part of the Investigating our processes in action, separate from and outside of a creative process, reveals the assumptions/habits that live within them.
It was enjoyable to begin the lab by looking back to a past project that I love, Blue Note, but the sessions quickly brought me back into the present to an investigation of questions, "freshness," research itself, and the nature of revitalizing one's process. The lab demanded that we work quickly but think slowly. I realized that this is exactly what we have been doing at Nightswimming over the past decade through Pure Research and during our process-driven creation projects such as Why We Are Here! and Blue Note. The benefits of this research, shared with colleagues making their own personal discoveries, will continue to reveal itself-in myriad and invaluable ways-in the months ahead. The research continues… Notes
